
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Secretary of Commerce 
Washington, D.C.  20230 

Secretarial Officers 
Heads of Operating Units 

The Secretary 

April 25, 2024 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Gold and Silver Medal Recognition 

It is my pleasure to invite you to nominate Department of Commerce employees for the 
76th Annual Honor Awards Program. 

Employees may be nominated, individually or in groups, in the following categories:  
Leadership, Personal and Professional Excellence, Scientific/Engineering Achievement, 
Organizational Development, Customer Service, Administrative/Technical Support, and 
Heroism.  These categories reflect my belief there are many types of contributions by the 
hardworking men and women of this Department that deserve recognition.  

The Honor Awards, in the form of Gold and Silver Medals, constitute the highest and second 
highest levels of recognition granted for distinguished and exceptional performance within the 
Department.  Although no monetary reward is associated with this recognition, these awards are 
regarded by Department employees as the ultimate recognition for their contributions.  I urge 
you to consider all types and levels of employee accomplishments within your organizational 
unit to ensure that only the best are forwarded for consideration.  Nominations for group 
accomplishments may include members from other organizational units. 

Your servicing human resources office will provide instructions on requirements for submitting 
nominations.  The criteria are attached.  Nominations are due to the Department using the Honor 
Awards Nomination System by May 31, 2024.  Should you have any questions, please contact  
David Logan, Departmental Incentive Awards Officer, at dlogan@doc.gov. 

The Department appreciates the hard work and great contributions that were recognized in the 
past, and I look forward to a very successful awards program that rewards outstanding 
performance across the full breadth of the Department during this period. 
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76th Annual Honor Awards Program 

Submission Requirements 

The Secretary recently invited Secretarial Officers and Heads of Operating Units to nominate 

employees for Gold and Silver Medals. This paper outlines the submission requirements and the 

due date for this year's Honor Awards nominations using the Honor Awards Nomination System 

(HANS). 

HANS is a secure web-based system used for entering, editing, approving, and transmitting 

nominations. The system operates from the menu-driven HANS Main Menu. The bureau 

Incentive Awards Officers have been designated as HANS Bureau Administrators. In that role, 

they are responsible for granting HANS access to nominators and the approving officials 

(restricted to the Secretarial Officers and Heads of the Operating Units). 

Training has previously been conducted for the HANS Bureau Administrators; however, 

additional assistance is available through David Logan, and online. 

All nominations must adhere to the following program requirements in HANS: 

• The summary (previously certificate) citation (maximum of 150 characters) for each

nomination must begin with the word "For" followed by a statement, which summarizes

the accomplishment. (Example - For developing a technique to estimate current and

historic rates of natural gas flaring through an effective use of satellite imagery data.)

• The program booklet citation (minimum of 450, maximum of 600 characters) for each

nomination must adhere to the following format: Individual nominations (Mr. Smith is

recognized for ... ); Group nominations (The group is recognized for ... ); Organizational

nominations (The organization is recognized for ... ). In lieu of "recognized for," the

following may also be used, "honored/or" or "citedfor." The program booklet must

begin with one of the above introductory phrases, which clearly states what is being

recognized, followed by details on the nominee's work, and must conclude with a

sentence on the impact or importance of the accomplishment.

• Ratings of record are deemed to be PII and may not be associated with an individual

nominee. As such, we have included a check box on the Nominee Information section of

HANS that requires each nominator to certify that nominee(s) have a current rating of

record of Level 3 or higher; Eligible (CAPS or APMS); or Meets or Exceeds

Expectations (Two-Level).

• There are limits on the number of nominations that may be submitted by each bureau.

Combined with the question addressing how the accomplishment exceeds the

performance expectations of the individual(s) or the organization(s), the Department's

goal is to encourage bureaus to submit higher quality nominations rather than simply

submitting higher numbers of nominations.










